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Abstract

This paper examines the empirical fact that large retail chains choose to set

uniform prices across different local markets, forfeiting potentially large profits by

not pricing to market. The paper contributes with a new explanation to uniform

pricing strategies: heterogeneous consumers self-sort into different product types.

This alleviates some concerns about both optimality and distribution. Using a

large and novel data set of itemized shopping receipts from the Norwegian grocery

market, I offer empirical support for this explanation.
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1 Introduction

Large retail firms are characterized by the fact that they operate in multiple local markets.

As local market conditions differ, e.g. consumers’ income distribution, so does the demand

that local stores face. The standard assumption in economics is that firms choose prices

(or quantities) optimally in each local market. However, recent literature documents that

large retail firms adopt uniform pricing strategies, setting the same price across different

local markets instead of pricing to market (DellaVigna & Gentzkow 2019, Hitsch et al.

2019, Adams & Williams 2019). This puzzling fact seems to contradict economic theory

and profit maximization.

That firms are rational, profit maximizing agents is a key assumption in a large number

of economic models. For example, it matters for distribution of gains from trade, how we

understand business cycles, and anti-trust analyses of mergers (DellaVigna & Gentzkow

2019). Furthermore, the retail industry is a large and important industry in modern

economies, for example in terms of consumers’ consumption shares and employment. If

firms are not, in fact, profit maximizing this poses a large concern for a large number of

economic questions.

In addition, previous literature highlights that uniform pricing has some clear distri-

butional effects. As low-income consumers are typically more price sensitive, they would

face lower prices if retail firms priced to market. Uniform pricing therefore leads to higher

prices in low-income markets (and lower prices in high-income markets). Large firms that

have adopted uniform pricing operate in markets important to consumer welfare, e.g. U.S.

food, drugstore, and mass-merchandise markets. Uniform pricing strategies may therefore

have a large impact on consumer welfare.

This paper offers a new explanation of uniform pricing strategies that alleviates these

concerns of both optimality and distribution. An important characteristic of retail mar-

kets is the existence of multi-product firms. Large retail chains literally carry thousands

of products, and offer hundreds of goods in a product category.1 If consumers self-sort

into different product types, then consumers who buy one specific product type might

not differ that much across markets.

1See figure 13 for the correlation between demand elasticities and number of items per product

category.
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For example, consider the product category ”chocolate”. Within this category, con-

sumers may choose between different product types; a store’s cheap private-label choco-

late and an expensive high-quality chocolate. Imagine that there are two types of con-

sumers who perfectly self-sort, e.g. that all low-income consumers buy the cheap choco-

late and all high-income consumers buy the expensive chocolate. Then the elasticity of

demand for cheap (expensive) chocolate would be the same in different local markets,

as only the low-(high-)income consumers in each market buy that type of chocolate. In

other words, demand elasticities would be independent of the distribution of consumers.

I illustrate this idea using a simple model with two types of consumers and two types

of products in section 2. If consumers perfectly self-sort, then uniform pricing is the

firms’ optimal strategy for each product. Furthermore, consumers in the lower part of the

income distribution would no longer pay higher prices, alleviating distributional concerns.

If there are multiple product types and heterogeneous consumers, uniform pricing may

not be as inefficient as previously thought. Note that perfect self-sorting depends on the

assumptions of the two-by-two model. For example, if there were more consumer types

than product types, consumers could no longer perfectly self-sort. However, the simple

model illustrates the intuition that more self-sorting implies smaller efficiency losses from

uniform pricing.

To provide evidence of consumer sorting, I use a novel data set of itemized shopping

receipts from the Norwegian grocery industry. The data set covers 99.9 percent of the

country’s grocery purchases for close to a year, and twenty stores for 4.5 years. The

data includes information for each individual shopping basket. This includes, but is not

limited to, the exact time of purchase, item prices, item quantities, item ID numbers,

store ID numbers, and discounts. If aggregated to an item-store-week level, it would be

comparable to Nielsen data used in previous literature. However, my data set does not

face the aggregation problems of the Nielsen data. I provide a more detailed description

of the data in section 3.

I show that Norwegian grocery retail chains engage in uniform pricing. This result

is comparable to studies of U.S. markets (DellaVigna & Gentzkow 2019). I estimate

store-level elasticities for individual products by using the instrumental variable approach

related to Hausman (1996), Nevo (2001), and DellaVigna & Gentzkow (2019). I find that
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demand elasticities vary more across products within the same product category, than for

the same product across different local markets. This finding shows that consumers who

buy one specific product are more similar across different markets, than consumers who

buy different products in the same market. This is consistent with the model’s theoretical

predictions.

In the subset of receipts from the 20 stores with 4.5 years of data, I can link in-

dividual consumers’ purchases over time by using ID numbers from the chain’s loyalty

program. Approximately one third of the receipts contain customer ID numbers. Us-

ing their monthly grocery expenditure as a proxy for income, I present more direct,

descriptive evidence of consumer self-sorting. Consumers with larger grocery expendi-

ture consistently choose more expensive items within each category. When I compare

consumers who are more similar in grocery expenditure, the variation in the price level

of their product choice decreases. In other words, consumers who are more similar in

income, also make similar product choices.

Key characteristics of retail markets are that chains own stores in multiple markets,

and that stores sell a large number of different products. If determining optimal prices

is costly for chains, it suggests that firms face a trade-off between product selection, and

the cost of determining the optimal price for each item-store combination. By offering a

larger product selection, consumer self-sorting may increase. More self-sorting implies a

smaller inefficiency from uniform pricing. It may therefore be optimal to increase product

selection and price uniformly instead of pricing to market. I formalize the product se-

lection/uniform pricing trade-off in subsection 2.3. Numerically, I illustrate that uniform

pricing is optimal when the chain is present in sufficiently many local markets and if the

cost of determining optimal prices is sufficiently high.

Empirical results support the assumption that product selection and consumer self-

sorting are connected. I find a negative correlation between the variation of elasticity

estimates for each item-store combination, and the number of products sold per product

category. As the number of substitutes in a product category increases, self-sorting

increases. With more self-sorting, the consumers who purchase a specific product (for

example a specific type of chocolate bar) become more similar across markets.

This paper relates to several strands of previous literature. Firstly, it relates to the
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literature on uniform pricing. In their recent paper, DellaVigna & Gentzkow (2019)

document the extent of uniform pricing by the by U.S. retail chains. Adams & Williams

(2019) document regional uniform pricing rules among retail oligopolies. They argue that

firms may want to engage in zone pricing to soften competition in highly competitive

markets. Gabrielsen et al. (2020) show that uniform pricing may be optimal when firms

compete along more than one dimension, namely quality as well as prices. Other papers

document the importance of chain effects in explaining price variation in a large sample

of stores (e.g. Hitsch et al. 2019, Nakamura 2008), and uniform pricing within pricing

zones for certain retail chains (e.g. Chintagunta et al. 2003, Hoch et al. 1995). Previous

empirical literature also documents uniform pricing of differentiated goods in the same

market, e.g. online music (Shiller & Waldfogel 2011), rental cars (Cho & Rust 2010), soft

drinks (McMillan 2007), and the cinema industry (Orbach & Einav 2007). This paper

builds on previous work, that has documented the extent of uniform pricing.2 DellaVigna

& Gentzkow (2019) in addition highlights some economic implications, for example by

estimating the firms’ efficiency loss. This paper contributes to the existing literature by

offering a new explanation for uniform pricing, that is closely linked to key characteristics

of retail markets: multi-product firms and heterogeneous consumers.

Secondly, I build on the literature of heterogeneous preferences for quality. My model

of heterogeneous consumers is an adaptation of the model of heterogeneous countries in

Hallak (2006). His work builds on previous papers on how preferences for quality affect

demand and trade flows (e.g. Linder 1961, Falvey & Kierzkowski 1987, Flam & Helpman

1987, Stokey 1991, and Murphy & Shleifer 1997). He shows theoretically and empirically

that a higher preference for quality leads to larger (relative) spending on high-quality

goods. I adapt the model to a retail setting, and allow for different demand elasticities

between consumer types. Although strategic effects may be interesting in their own right,

they are not the purpose of this model. Like Hallak (2006), I therefore abstract away from

strategic interactions (such as those modeled by Adams & Williams 2019) by assuming

monopolistic competition.

2Other works assess the uniformity for assortment decisions (Hwang et al. 2010), assess prices in

online versus offline markets (Cavallo 2017), assess uniformity of online prices within currency unions

(Cavallo et al. 2014), estimate and decompose the distribution of prices (Kaplan & Menzio 2015), and

the effect of temporary, local demand shocks on prices (Gagnon & Lopez-Salido 2014).
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The paper is outlined as follows. In section 2, I derive the main theoretical predictions.

Using an illustrative two-by-two model, section 2.2 shows that uniform pricing is the

optimal strategy when consumers perfectly self-sort. In this case, the model also predicts

that the difference in elasticities of demand is larger between substitutes in the same

store, than it is between the same product in two different markets. In section 2.3, I

show that firms may prefer to price uniformly, inducing more self-sorting, if pricing to

market is sufficiently costly.

Section 3 describes the data set, that consists of the individual receipts of grocery

purchases from the Norwegian grocery industry. I then present descriptive evidence of

consumer self-sorting in section 4. I show that consumers with lower monthly grocery

expenditure, a proxy for income, consistently select cheaper products than consumers

with a larger expenditure. Section 5 presents the identification strategy for estimating

demand elasticities at the item-store level. In section 5.2, I show that the difference in

elasticities of demand is larger between substitutes in the same store, than it is between

the same product in two different markets, as predicted by the model. I also show that

there is a negative correlation between the variation in elasticities and number of products

in a product category. This empirical evidence offers support for the assumption that

a larger product selection leads to more self-selection. Section 6.1 discusses alternative

explanations to uniform pricing strategies. Based on theoretical and empirical findings

in this paper, I rule out these competing explanations. Finally, section 7 concludes.

2 A simple model

This section presents a simple model of consumer heterogeneity and self-sorting. The

model assumes two heterogeneous consumer types and two types of products. I present

the model in subsection 2.1. When preferences of the consumer types diverge, consumers

perfectly self-sort by purchasing only one type of product. Consequently, the elasticity

of demand for each product becomes independent of the distribution of consumers. For

example, when consumers self-sort, the types of consumers who buy one specific choco-

late bar might not differ much across markets. However, consumers who buy one specific

chocolate bar might be quite different from consumers who prefer another type of choco-
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late. With perfect self-sorting, uniform pricing is the firms’ optimal strategy, as shown

in subsection 2.2.

The model predicts larger differences in the elasticities of substitutes within the same

product category and location, compared to differences in elasticities of the same product

across different locations. For example, we would expect the elasticities of two types of

chocolate bars (substitutes) within one store to be more different than the elasticities of

one specific chocolate bar in two different stores.

Key characteristics of retail markets are that chains own stores in multiple markets,

and that stores sell a large number of different products. If determining optimal prices

is costly for the chains, this suggests a trade-off between product selection, and the cost

of determining the optimal price for each item-store combination. By offering a larger

product selection, consumer self-sorting increases. More self-sorting implies a smaller

inefficiency from uniform pricing.3 It may therefore be optimal to increase product selec-

tion and price uniformly instead of pricing to market. I formalize the product selection -

uniform pricing trade-off in subsection 2.3. Numerically, I illustrate that uniform pricing

is optimal when the chain is present in sufficiently many local markets and if the cost of

determining optimal prices is sufficiently high.

2.1 Preferences and consumer demand

Assume that there are two types of consumers. Let b ∈ {A,B} denote the consumer

type. Consumers purchase product i = {1, 2} in store s = {1, ..., N}. Assume that

the two products differ in quality θi, and that the consumer types differ in their price

sensitivity ρb and preference for quality γb, where γA < γB. You may for example think

of this as stores selling both a low-quality and a high-quality chocolate bar. The two

consumer types then differ in how much they value the quality of chocolate.

Specifically, assume that a representative consumer of type b has preferences over

3With more self-sorting, the elasticities of one product become more similar across markets. This

implies that optimal prices for the product also become more similar. A uniform price will therefore

differ less from the optimal price in each local market. Additionally, the chains are able to extract more

consumer surplus, as they are able to price discriminate between consumer types.
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quantities qisb described by the following utility function:4

Ub =

[
N∑
s=1

2∑
i=1

(θγbi qisb)
ρb

] 1
ρb

(1)

The two consumer types choose quantities qisb maximise their utility as represented in

equation (1). This yields the following demand functions for each item-store-consumer-

type:

qisb =

(
θγbi
pis

)σb Eb

Pb

, (2)

where Eb =
∑

s

∑
i pisqisb is the total expenditure of consumer type b, and Pb ≡

∑
s

∑
i (θ

γb
i )σb p1−σb

is

is the constant-elasticity-of-substitution (CES) price index for consumer type b. Note that

use of the CES price index implicitly assumes monopolistic competition between firms.

By abstracting away from strategic actions of the firms, I ensure tractability of the model.

Although strategic effects may be interesting in their own right,5 they are not the focus

of this model. The model assesses the effects of consumer selection and heterogeneity on

elasticities of demand. Subsequently, I want to assess how heterogeneity in elasticities

affects firms’ pricing strategies. I therefore simplify the model by assuming monopolistic

competition.

The log-demand for item i in store s by consumer type b takes the form:

lnqisb = σbγblnθi − σbpis + lnEb + lnPb (3)

It follows that the elasticity of demand for type b’s purchases of item i in store s takes

the simple form:

Elpisqisb = −σb (4)

Stores are unable to distinguish between consumer types, thus facing the following

demand function and elasticity of demand for product i:

Qis = NAsqisA +NBsqisB (5)

ElpisQis = −σA
NAsqisA

NAsqisA+NBsqisB
− σB

NBsqisB
NAsqisA+NBsqisB

, (6)

4This preference structure is an adaptation of Hallak (2006). Instead of countries, I let b denote

consumer types. I have simplified the model, by allowing for only two consumer types, and two types of

products.
5Adams & Williams (2019) specifically model strategic interactions to explain uniform pricing within

geographic zones.
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where Nbs denotes the number of consumers of type b in the local market at store s’

location. Equation (6) shows that the elasticity stores face is a quantity-weighted sum

of the two consumer types’ elasticities. This implies that when both consumer types

purchase both products, the distribution of consumers in a market matters for prices.

2.2 An illustrative example: Perfect self-sorting

Hallak (2006) shows that a consumer type’s expenditure share a is

aisb =
qisbpis
Eb

=
(

θ
γb
i

pis

)σb pis
Pb

, (7)

and that the expenditure share of item i is increasing in the preference for quality γb if

lnθi >
∑

s

∑
j ajsblnθj. That is, if product i’s quality is higher than the expenditure-

share weighted average quality of products, then consumers spend a larger share of their

expenditure on high-quality products as their preference for quality increases. In the

chocolate example, it implies that the consumer type with the highest preference for

quality spends a larger share of their income on the high-quality chocolate bar (and a

smaller share on the low-quality chocolate bar), compared to a consumer type with a

lower preference for quality.

Assume that product 1 is of lower quality than product 2, i.e. θ1 < θ2. Now consider

the case where consumers are so heterogeneous in their preferences for quality γb that:

a1sA → 1 (8)

a2sA → 0 ⇒ q2sA → 0 (9)

&

a1sB → 0 ⇒ q1sB → 0 (10)

a2sB → 1 (11)

As consumer type A has such a low preference for quality, their expenditure share on

the high-quality good 2 approaches zero. Conversely, consumer type B has such a high

preference for quality that their expenditure share on the high-quality good approaches

one.
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As consumers perfectly self-sort, the stores’ demand elasticities take the simple form:

Elp1sQ1s = −σA
NAsq1sA

NAsq1sA +NBsq1sB
− σB

NBsq1sB
NAsq1sA +NBsq1sB

= −σA (12)

&

Elp2sQ2s = −σA
NAsq2sA

NAsq2sA +NBsq2sB
− σB

NBsq2sB
NAsq2sA +NBsq2sB

= −σB (13)

Note that this result depends on the assumption that there are two consumers and two

types of products. With more consumer types and/or more products, the CES demand

structure does not support perfect self-sorting. However, the model offers two interesting

results, summarized by the propositions below. Define uniform pricing as a firm setting

identical prices for the same item i in all of its stores s.

Proposition 1 When consumers perfectly self-sort, uniform pricing is optimal for firms.

To see this, consider the stores’ optimization problem:

max
p1s,p2s

πs = (p1s − c1s)Q1s + (p2s − c2s)Q2s (14)

The first-order conditions implicitly defines the optimal prices p∗is for i = {1, 2}:
p∗is − cis

p∗is
= − 1

ElpisQis
, (15)

where the elasticities are given by equations (12) and (13). As elasticities are constant

and independent across markets, all stores set the same price for good 1 and good 2,

respectively: p∗is = p∗ik for all s, k ∈ {1, ..., N} and i ∈ {1, 2}. Thus, if a chain owns

several stores, it would be optimal to set the same price for the same product in all

stores.

Proposition 2 When consumers perfectly self-sort, the difference in elasticities of de-

mand is larger between substitutes in the same store, than it is between the same product

in two different markets.

Let ∆s,k denote the difference in de-meaned elasticities across to different markets

s ̸= k ∈ {1, ..., N}:

∆s,k ≡
∣∣∣(ElpisQis −

∑
s ElpisQis

N

)
−
(
ElpikQik −

∑
s ElpisQis

N

)∣∣∣ (16)

= 0 ,
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as ElpisQis = ElpikQik. Let ∆
1,2 denote the difference in the de-meaned elasticity between

the two substitutes within the same market:

∆1,2 ≡
∣∣∣(Elp1sQ1s −

Elp1sQ1s+Elp2sQ2s

2

)
−
(
Elp2sQ2s −

Elp1sQ1s+Elp2sQ2s

2

)∣∣∣ (17)

= |σA − σB|

With perfect self-sorting, ∆1,2 > ∆s,k. When consumers (perfectly) self-sort into

different product types, elasticities of demand differ more across substitutes within the

same local market, than they do for the same product across different markets. In other

words, the difference in demand elasticities for low-quality chocolate across different stores

would be smaller than the difference in elasticities between low- and high-quality chocolate

in the same store.

2.3 Product selection and self-sorting

The model presented above indicates that if consumers self-sort, the types of consumers

who buy one specific product might not be that different across geographic markets. For

example, consumers who buy a grocery chain’s cheap private label chocolate bars are

likely to be very price conscious in every market. However, DellaVigna & Gentzkow

(2019) find that there still are some differences in elasticities of demand for the same

product across stores. The question therefore remains why chains are willing to leave

profits on the table.

As part of the research project, I have conducted interviews and meetings with ana-

lysts in one of the grocery chains. They offer some explanation. Firstly, they are worried

that pricing to market may lead to bad publicity. They fear that such a strategy may

damage their image, if they discriminate between e.g. rural and urban, or southern and

northern parts of the country.6 Secondly, pricing to market is costly. Determining op-

timal prices for thousands of products in thousand of stores requires large resources. If

pricing to market is costly, uniform pricing may be the firms’ profit maximizing strategy.

6In their paper, DellaVigna & Gentzkow (2019) also discuss potential reasons for uniform pricing.

Based on interviews, they highlight two explanations for uniform pricing. Similar to the Norwegian

chains, U.S. chains express concerns that pricing to market may adversely affect their reputation. Sec-

ondly, they point to managerial inertia, encompassing agency frictions and managerial inertia.
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The latter information suggests that chains face a trade-off between pricing optimally

and product selection. The larger the product selection, the larger the cost of finding

optimal prices for all individual items. If differences in demand elasticities for products

across markets are sufficiently small, it may therefore be optimal for firms to price uni-

formly. This would be true if the profit loss from pricing sub-optimally is smaller than

the cost of computing optimal prices for all individual stores. If consumers are heteroge-

neous, increased product selection may lead to more self-sorting. Elasticities of demand

for one product would then become more similar across markets. By increasing product

selection, chains may reduce the profit loss from uniform pricing.

Assume that a chain owns N stores s ∈ {1, ..., N}, each in a different local market.

Assume that each market is of equal market size, normalized to 1. The chain may choose

whether to offer either one or two products to consumers. Let Js = {1, 2} denote the

number of products the chain offers in store s . There are two types of consumers,

b ∈ {A,B}, with demand elasticities σb. The types’ demand functions are given by

equation (2). Consumer type A strictly prefers product 1, and type B strictly prefers

product 2. Assume that if the chain offers two products, consumers perfectly self-sort.

However, if the chain only offers one product, the stores are unable to distinguish between

the consumer types. Each store s therefore faces the following elasticities of demand for

product 1 and 2:

Elp1sQ1s =

−σA
NAsq1sA

NAsq1sA+NBsq1sB
− σB

NBsq1sB
NAsq1sA+NBsq1sB

if Js = 1

−σA if Js = 2

(18)

Elp2sQ2s = −σB if Js = 2 (19)

Assume that there is a linear cost jX of offering j products, where X is a fixed cost

to carrying a product. Assume that there is an increasing and concave cost (mc)κ of

determining m optimal prices, where c > 0 and 0 < κ < 1 are parameters of the cost

function. Then the chain’s profit of offering two products and pricing uniformly is:

πUP = N
[
(p1 − c1)NAsq1sA + (p2 − c2)(1−NAs)q2sB

]
− 2X − (2c)κ , (20)

where NAs is the share of type A consumers in each market, and ci is the marginal cost

of product i. The chain’s profit from offering only product 1 and pricing to market is:

πPTM = N(p1 − c1)
[
NAsq1sA + (1−NAs)q1sB

]
−X − (Nc)κ (21)
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The profit maximizing price for product i is given implicitly by the following equation:7

pis − cis
pis

= − 1
ElpisQis

, (22)

where the product’s elasticity is given by equations (18) and (19).

Figure 1: Numerical representation of profits

Uniform pricing (in yellow), πUP , and pricing to market with reduced product selection (in blue), πPTM ,

for market sizes (N) and costs of determining optimal prices (c). Parameter values: σA = 1.5, σB = 3,

θγb

1 = 1 for i ∈ {1, 2} and b ∈ {A,B}, Eb = 1 for b ∈ {A,B}, c1 = c2 = 0.15, NAs = 0.5, and X = 4.

The numerical example in figure 1 illustrates the chain’s trade-offs for the two strate-

gies. By offering more products and increasing self-sorting, the chain is able to extract

more consumer surplus. The benefits of this strategy become larger as the number of

7Note that, although I have abstracted away from strategic interaction between firms, they still have

market power. This follows from the the firms’ first-order condition, which implies that if ElpisQis <

∞ ⇒ pis > cis.
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markets increases. Pricing to market becomes more costly as the number of stores in-

creases, and as determining prices becomes more costly. If the number of stores and cost

become sufficiently high, uniform pricing therefore yields higher profits than pricing to

market.

Note that as markets are of equal size and with the same distribution of consumers,

the pricing-to-market strategy will also lead to equal prices across markets. In this case,

there is no price-efficiency gain in increasing self-selection in itself.8 This allows me to

isolate the effect the cost structure on profits for the two strategies.

3 Data and institutional setting

In my empirical analyses, I want to investigate whether consumers self-sort. I therefore

want to estimate demand elasticities for individual items in each local market. I can

consequently check whether there is empirical support for the prediction in proposition

2.

This paper uses a novel data set of itemized receipts from the Norwegian grocery

industry. I first present key characteristics of the market in subsection 3.1, and contents

of the receipt data in subsection 3.2. I then explain how I link the data to other sources

(e.g. store coordinates, product information, and demographic variables) in subsection

3.3.

3.1 The Norwegian grocery industry

The Norwegian grocery industry consists of three large, fully integrated corporations ;

NorgesGruppen, Rema1000, and Coop. They own their own wholesale and distribution

channels, in addition to grocery store chains, and some food production.9 The fourth

corporation, Bunnpris, is not fully integrated, as it buys wholesale and distribution ser-

vices from one of the other corporations. Together, these four corporations had a market

8Note that the chain still profits from self-sorting, as price discrimination allows it to extract a larger

share of consumer surplus.
9For example, the corporations own producers of baked goods. These producers supply the corpora-

tions’ stores with fresh and frozen bread products.
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share of 99.9 percent of the 2018 Norwegian grocery market.

Consumers face a large number of grocery store chains. For example, NorgesGrup-

pen’s low price chain is called Kiwi. NorgesGruppen also owns the chain Meny. Meny

stores are marketed as high-quality stores, with larger product selection and higher prices.

Independent grocery stores are not common, and only made up 0.1 percent of the Nor-

wegian grocery market in 2018. Due to the large number of chains, the market may not

appear highly concentrated to consumers.

Figure 2: 2018 market shares in the Norwegian grocery industry

3.2 The receipt data

The receipt data includes data for the four large corporations NorgesGruppen, Coop,

Rema1000, and Bunnpris. The data therefore covers grocery purchases for 99.9 percent of

the Norwegian grocery industry – nearly the universe of grocery stores – for approximately

one year. For a selection of twenty stores within one chain of corporation 4,10 the data

spans approximately four years.

The data set includes all individual shopping receipts. It therefore includes all infor-

10The chain provided additional data for 20 of their stores for research purposes. The chain hired a

consulting firm to select the subset of stores most representative for the chain. They use this subset of

stores in their own analyses.
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mation contained in a customer’s receipt from a grocery purchase. This includes, but is

not limited to, information on prices (and discounts) for individual items, quantities (and

unit of measurement) for individual items, item ID numbers, exact time of transaction,11

and store ID number for each shopping basket. For the subset of twenty stores from

corporation 4, the data also includes customer ID numbers for customers enrolled in the

chain’s loyalty program. Approximately 34 percent of those receipts include customer

IDs.

The raw receipt data is a large data set, approximately 28 TB. For the analyses, I

have computed average prices and total quantities on either daily or weekly store-item

levels. Note that the weekly store-item data set is comparable to the Nielsen data from

U.S. retail stores. This data set therefore is the raw data from which Nielsen type data

sets are computed. As an example of size, the weekly store-item data set for corporation

1 contains approximately 428 million observations.

Corporation First data point Last data point

Corporation 1 Sep 2017 Jan 2019

Corporation 2 Nov 2017 Dec 2018

Corporation 3 Jun 2017 Jan 2018

Corporation 4 May 2018 Dec 2018

Selection of stores from Corporation 4 Jun 2016 Jan 2021

Table 1: Time span of data set per corporation

3.3 Other data sources

The organization for grocery producers in Norway powers a website that shares infor-

mation about their clients products. Their data base is used by the grocery chains to

declare product content. A web scraper extracted product information for approximately

66,000 products. The data set contains information on nutritional content (calories, fat,

saturated fat, carbohydrates, sugars, protein and salt per 100 g of product), a full list of

ingredients, a list of allergens, the products weight (if applicable), and a product category.

I link the product information data set to the receipt data using the item ID numbers.

11The time stamp for individual receipts is accurate to the level of seconds with five decimal points.
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I retrieved store information from another online database, using a second web scraper.

I can therefore link the receipt data to store information, using the store ID numbers from

the receipt data. The store information data set has information on the stores’ chain,

corporation, address and GPS coordinates for approximately 3,000 grocery stores.

(a) Store locations
(b) Linking store location to population den-

sity

Figure 3: Visualization of store information and connection to demographic variables

Panel (a) shows the location of the stores in the data set. Panel (b) also shows the population density

of the Norwegian municipalities. Darker shading implies a higher population density.

Finally, I link the data to demographic variables through the stores’ GPS coordinates.

The data set contains demographic and socioeconomic variables such as population size

and density, number of households, share of young people, share of female population,

average income among working, and average percentage of FTE worked. Statistics Nor-

way reports these variables at the level of a so-called basic statistical unit (BSU). Norway

is divided into 14,000 BSUs, with an average population size of approximately 380 peo-

ple. The BSUs were constructed as stable, coherent geographical units for statistical
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reporting, and are subdivisions of Norway’s 422 municipalities.12

4 Descriptive evidence from customer-level data

For the subset of twenty stores from corporation 4, the data also includes customer

ID numbers for customers enrolled in the chain’s loyalty program. I can therefore link

individual’s purchases over the 4.5-year time span of the data set.

I have restricted the data to consumers who appear in the data for at least 365 days

(between they are first and last observed), and have purchased at least 10 shopping

basket in the window of observation. I also remove some outliers, namely consumers

who on average have purchased over 30 shopping baskets per month (70 observations),

and consumers who on average spend more than 4,000 NOK per basket (3 additional

observations). A very high frequency of purchases or consistently very large shopping

baskets may be commercial customers, and therefore not representative for household

purchases. They are therefore removed from the data set. After these restrictions, the

data set includes 95,221 unique consumer ID numbers.

Figure 4 illustrates the distribution of monthly grocery expenditure among the ob-

served consumers in the left panel, and the distribution of the number of shopping baskets

per month in the right panel. As summarized in Table 2, the average monthly grocery

expenditure is approximately 880 NOK, and the consumers are on average observed with

2.6 shopping baskets per month. According to the SIFO reference budget for Norwegian

households, single Norwegian women and men aged 31-50 years spend respectively 3,300

and 3,600 NOK per month on food and beverages. This suggests that the dataset on

average captures approximately a quarter of the consumers’ grocery purchases.

As grocery expenditure and income are positively correlated, grocery expenditure

may be used as a proxy for income. Figure 5 illustrates the correlation between grocery

expenditure and shopping habits in the data set. Not surprisingly, consumers with large

monthly grocery expenditures are observed purchasing more shopping baskets and items.

There is also a positive correlation between grocery expenditure and basket size. There

12422 was the number of municipalities in 2018, the time period of the main data set. There are some

changes in the number of municipalities over time.
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Mean Stand.dev. Observations

Avg. monthly grocery expenditure (NOK) 879.9 1140.1 95221

Avg. basket size (#items) 12.7 8.4 95221

Avg. basket expenditure (NOK) 357.6 255.9 95221

Avg. #baskets per month 2.6 3.0 95221

Avg. #items per month 31.6 39.8 95221

Table 2: Summary statistics for data on consumer ID numbers

(a) Monthly grocery expenditure (b) Number of shopping baskets per month

Figure 4: Distribution of monthly grocery expenditure and number of shopping baskets

per consumer

Panel (a) shows the distribution of consumers’ grocery expenditures. Panel (b) shows the distribution

of the number of shopping baskets per month.

does not appear to be a strong correlation between grocery expenditure and the average

price per item purchased. However, the average price may instead reflect differences in

the composition of shopping baskets and product categories. In the following, I therefore

construct a price index on the consumer level. The index captures consistent differences

in intra-category price levels, therefore controlling for differences in the composition of

shopping baskets.

4.1 Constructing a consumer-level price index

As the average price per item also reflects the composition of the consumers’ shopping

baskets, I construct a price index on the consumer level. The purpose of the index is to
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(a) Basket size (b) Avg. price per item in basket

(c) Number of baskets per month (d) Number of items per month

Figure 5: Correlation between grocery expenditure and consumers’ purchasing patterns

capture the price-level of a consumer’s purchases relative to other goods within the same

product category. I construct the price index as follows:

Pi =
∑
k

ωkPik , (23)

where the category weight ωk =
∑

j∈k pjqj∑
j pjqj

is the expenditure share of category k during

the time period of the data, and

Pik =
∑
j∈k

ωj
pj
p̄k

is consumer i’s price index for category k. Note that the item weight ωj =
∑

j pjqj∑
j∈k pjqj

denotes the consumer’s expenditure share of purchases in category k spent on item j

during the window of observation. p̄k denotes the average unit price of items in category
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k. A consumer category price index Pik above 1 therefore indicates that the consumer

on average has purchased items that are more expensive than the average price in the

category. E.g. a consumer with Pik > 1 in the category chocolate has purchased relatively

expensive types of chocolate.

To construct the index, I must observe at least one purchase per consumer in each

of the included product categories. If the category level is highly granular, this implies

restricting the index to a very small number of categories or restricting the sample to a

small group of consumers who have made purchases in all individual categories. Choosing

a category level that is very granular therefore implies significantly restricting the sample.

Consequently, the consumers and categories that remain in the sample as less likely to be

representative for general shopping patterns in the population. I therefore use the 4-digit

category level, allowing me to include 21 categories and 4,392 unique consumer IDs in

my sample.13

Panel (b) in Figure 6 illustrates the correlation between consumers’ average monthly

grocery expenditure and their individual-level price indices. It illustrates that consumers

with larger monthly grocery expenditure on average select more expensive items. Note

that the index is independent of shopping frequency, and size of the consumers’ shop-

ping baskets. The slope coefficient reveals that consumers who spend 1,000 NOK more

on groceries per month, on average choose items that are 1.11 percentage points more

expensive.14

The binned scatter plot in Panel (b) suggests that there is a positive relationship

between income (as proxied by grocery expenditure) and the types of items consumers

choose. This offers suggestive evidence that high income consumers sort into more expen-

sive items. Note that if low-income consumers are more likely to use the loyalty chain’s

program when grocery shopping, I overestimate the share of high-income consumers for

large monthly grocery expenditures. This would lead to a downward bias in the slope

coefficient. The positive slope coefficient offers suggestive evidence that consumer types

13I use the chain’s own hierarchy system in this section, as it i) is more comprehensive (it is observed

for all barcodes), and ii) offers a 2-digit, 4-digit, and 6-digit level of granularity.
14Note that the slope coefficient measures the purchases’ price relative to the the category means. An

increase in the coefficient of 1 percentage point, therefore implies a price increase of 1 percent of the

mean category price.
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with higher income on average select into more expensive product types within each

product category. This is consistent with the stylized example of high-income consumers

selecting more expensive brands of chocolate.

Another implication of self-sorting is that similar consumer types make similar choices.

In other words, I would expect consumers with similar income levels to also have similar

price indices. By looking at a subset of consumers with more similar income, I would

therefore expect there to be smaller variation in the price index than for larger subsets,

including the sample as a whole. Panel (a) in Figure illustrates the average standard

deviation of the price index per quantile of the grocery expenditure distribution. As I

partition the sample into more quantiles, the average within-quantile standard deviation

of the price index decreases. This indicates that consumers with similar income also make

similar product choices in terms price levels.

(a) Variation in price index per number of ex-

penditure quantiles

(b) Correlation between price index and gro-

cery expenditure

Figure 6: Relative (intra-category) price levels and grocery expenditure

The slope coefficient in Panel (b) is 0.0000111 (t-stat: 9.26, p-value: 0.000). This implies that an increase

in monthly grocery expenditure of 1,000 NOK is associated with purchasing 1.11% more expensive items.

5 Elasticities of demand

The theoretical model in section 2 predicts that consumer self-sorting leads to larger

variation in elasticities of substitutes in the same market than in elasticities of the same

product across different markets. In other words, consumers who buy one specific choco-
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late bar are not that different across markets. Consumers who buy different types of

chocolate bars in the same store might however be quite different. I estimate elasticities

of demand for 59,150 store-item pairs. The results show that elasticities for one item

differ less across markets than the elasticities of substitutes within a product category.

This finding supports the hypothesis of consumer self-sorting.

Qualitative information from chain representatives reveals that pricing to market is

costly. Chains may therefore face a cost trade-off. As they increase product selection

(and consumer self-sorting) elasticities across markets become more similar. This lowers

the cost of uniform pricing by reducing the efficiency loss of the pricing strategy. My

empirical findings suggest that offering more substitutes to consumers indeed is negatively

correlated with the variation in elasticities.

5.1 Identifying elasticities of demand

The model predicts that, it consumers self-sort, the variation in the elasticity for the

same product should be smaller than the variation in elasticities within one category and

market. To test this prediction, I need to estimate the elasticities of demand. I estimate

separately for each store-item combination si:

ln(qsit) = σsiln(psit) + αsiy + βsiw + εsit , (24)

where t denotes the date, y denotes the calendar year, and w denotes the calendar week.

αsiy and βsiw denote the calendar year and week fixed effects, respectively. εsit denotes the

error term. Finally, σsi denotes the coefficient of interest, the item-store level elasticities

of demand. Prices are instrumented by the average price across the chain’s stores located

outside s’s municipality.

This version of the instrumenting approach of Hausman (1996) was used by DellaV-

igna & Gentzkow (2019), though I use daily prices instead of aggregated weekly prices.

Note that there may be differences in long-term and short-term demand elasticities. If

consumers engage in so-called stockpiling, i.e. buying large quantities when items are

on sale and saving them for future consumption, there may be a large upward bias in

short-run elasticities. Comparing long-run and short-run elasticities, I find no evidence
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of an upward bias. See Appendix C for a more detailed discussion.

Municipalities are relatively large geographical areas, as illustrated in Figure 3. This

implies that there are relatively large distances between stores located in different mu-

nicipalities. I document the distance between stores in my main analysis in Appendix D.

In densely populated areas, there might also be tolls in place when crossing municipal

borders, e.g. in surrounding the municipality of Oslo. When using public transport, there

is generally also an added surcharge when crossing municipal borders. It is therefore un-

likely that there are demand spillovers between stores in different municipalities in my

analysis.

For the pricing instrument to be relevant, the stores’ prices must be correlated with

the prices of other stores within the same grocery store chain. If firms price uniformly

within chains, the instrument is indeed relevant. I illustrate the variation in prices in

figure 7. Panel (a) shows price variation of individual items across all stores and chains.

For example, this would imply comparing the price of one specific chocolate bar in a

specific Walmart store to the mean price of that chocolate bar in all grocery stores in

the industry. Panel (b) shows price variation of individual item across stores within the

same chain. For example, this would imply comparing the price of that chocolate bar in

that Walmart store to the mean price of the chocolate bar in other Walmart stores.

The figure shows little variation in prices within one chain. The price deviations from

the mean price within the same chain are heavily concentrated around zero. This is

illustrated in Panel (b) of the figure. However, there is large variation in prices across

different store chains, as illustrated in Panel (a). The figure suggests that firms within

the same chain set nearly identical prices. It supports the assumption of uniform pricing,

and the relevance of the price instrument.

Figure 8 shows the correlation of weekly prices of a random store in a chain with the

mean weekly prices of other stores in the same chain. The figure includes data for four

items; one type of chips, a type of chocolate, a frozen pre-made meal, and a cereal grain.

All four items are among the twenty-five most frequently purchased items it the industry.

Although there is some variation between chains, the figure shows a high correlation of

prices within chains. It supports the use of the pricing instrument.
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(a) Price variation across chains (b) Price variation within chains

Figure 7: Price deviations from mean item price (shares)

Each observation show how much a price deviates from the mean price of the product: pist−p̄t

p̄t
. In Panel

(a), I use the mean price of the item for all stores in the data set. In Panel (b), p̄t denotes the mean

price for all stores of the same chain.

Figure 8: Correlation between one store’s prices with mean price of other stores within

same chain

The figure shows the correlation of weekly prices for four of the twenty-five most frequently sold items.

The four items are in the categories chips, chocolate, frozen pre-made meals, and cereal grains. Each

observation is a combination of a store’s weekly price of an item on the vertical axis, and the mean

weekly price of that item for all other stores within the same chain. The 45 degree line illustrates perfect

correlation.
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(a) Chips, Chain 1 (b) Chocolate, Chain 1

(c) Chips, Chain 2 (d) Chocolate, Chain 2

(e) Chips, Chain 3 (f) Chocolate, Chain 3

(g) Chips, Chain 4 (h) Chocolate, Chain 4

Figure 9: Pricing patterns for one type of chips and one chocolate across chains

The figures show the same one hundred random stores per chain. Each store’s prices are a row in the

figure. The horizontal axis shows a calendar week. Each square in the figure consequently illustrates the

price level of a store in a given week. Darker colors illustrate higher prices. Missing observations are

illustrated by white squares.
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Figure 9 shows the pricing pattern of two frequently sold items in four chains. I have

included figures for another eight frequently sold items in Appendix A. The horizontal

axis shows the calendar weeks. I use the same one hundred random stores per chain along

the vertical axis in all figures. Each column in each figure shows the weekly price of the

item across the one hundred stores in the chain. The figures yet again illustrate uniform

pricing across stores within a chain. All stores set equally low (light blue) and equally

high (dark blue) prices each calendar week. Uniform pricing hence shows up as vertical

stripes in the heat plots.

The purpose of the instrument is to ensure that the (instrumented) price is inde-

pendent of local demand shocks. If local demand shocks are correlated and affect the

uniform price of the chain, the independence assumption is violated. For example, we

might expect the demand for candy to increase before Halloween. We would also expect

this demand shock to occur in all local markets. In that case, the price change would be

driven by a common demand shock and the elasticity estimates would become biased.

Controlling for calendar-week effects on an item level alleviates the concern for sea-

sonal demand shocks. However, there could be other demand shocks that are not seasonal

in nature. If all chains faced the same demand shocks, their pricing patterns would look

similar. In other words, the chains would lower (or increase) prices simultaneously. The

timing of price cuts and increases between chains appear to be unrelated. The idiosyn-

crasy of the pricing patterns across chains lessens the concern that price changes are

driven by correlated demand shocks.

If chains select store locations to target different consumer groups, that might explain

different pricing pattern between chains. I.e. they serve different types of consumers.

In that case, local demand shocks might still be correlated within one chain. Figure 10

shows that chains’ stores share similar distributions over a key determinant of demand,

namely income. This suggests that the distribution of customers is similar across chains.

Thus, if there were correlated demand shocks across local markets, pricing pattern across

chains would look similar. Differences in pricing patterns across chains therefore offer

support for the independence assumption.
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Figure 10: Distribution of stores by income-level at store location

5.2 Elasticities of demand

I estimate equation (24) for each store store-item combination si separately, using daily

prices and quantities per item per store. To control for seasonal effects per item, I use the

20 stores with the 4.5 year time span from corporation 4. I restrict the data to include

only store-item combinations that appear in at least 250 days. This leaves 59,150 unique

store-item pairs si. Finally, I only use elasticity estimates that are statistically significant

at the 90 percent level in the figures. Figure 11 shows the distribution of the negative

elasticity estimates. The figure illustrates that the majority of items have elastic demand

elasticities. However, note that estimates close to zero are unlikely to be statistically

significant, and are therefore excluded from the figure.

Recall that the theoretical model predicts that consumer self-sorting leads to larger

variation in elasticities of substitutes in the same market than in elasticities of the same

product across different markets. In other words, consumers who buy one specific choco-

late bar are not that different across markets. This is illustrated by the blue bars in

figure 12. Consumers who buy different types of chocolate bars in the same store might

however be quite different. This is illustrated by the clear bars with black outline in the

figure. This supports the hypothesis that consumer types self-sort.
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Figure 11: Distribution of elasticity estimates

The figure shows only negative elasticity estimates, that are significant at the 90 percent level. The

sample includes the 4.5 years of data from the 20 stores from corporation 4. Elasticities are estimated

separately for each store-item combination si, using equation (24). 20,204 of the 59,150 individual

regressions yield significant estimates.

If consumers perfectly self-sort, there should be no variation in elasticities of the same

product across different markets. In this case, all de-meaned (by item mean) elasticities

would be equal to zero. The blue distribution in figure 12 should then have all zero

observations. As this is not the case, firms incur a profit loss from pricing uniformly.

Recall that firms face a trade-off between the cost of offering more products and

the efficiency cost of uniform pricing. By offering more substitutes within a product

category, chains can increase consumer self-sorting. With more self-sorting, consumers

who purchase one specific product become more similar across markets. This implies that

there should be a negative correlation between the number of substitutes in a product

category and the variation in elasticity estimates for an item across markets.

Figure 13 shows the relationship between de-meaned elasticity estimates and the num-

ber of products per category. Panel (a) of the figure shows that there appears to be a

larger variation in the elasticity estimates for categories with few substitutes. Panel (b)

shows the standard deviations of the elasticities in Panel (a) as a binned scatter plot.

There is a negative correlation between the standard deviations and number of substitutes

in the product category.15 This supports the hypothesis that higher product selection

15Note that a larger number of items in a category may instead mean that the category is more broadly
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(a) All elasticities

(b) Enlargement of Panel (a)

Figure 12: Variation in elasticities of demand (demeaned item-store estimate)

The sample includes the 4.5 years of data from the 20 stores from corporation 4. Blue bars show elasticity

estimates that are de-meaned by the mean elasticity of the same item across all stores in the chain. Clear

bars with black outline show elasticity estimates that are de-meaned by the mean elasticity of products

in the same category and store. The figure includes negative elasticity estimates, significant at the 90

percent level. Elasticities are estimated separately for each store-item combination si, using equation

(24).

defined. If that were the case, products would be, on average, more different in categories with a larger

number of products. If products in those categories do not include more substitutes, they would not

lead to more consumer self-sorting. Consequently, the number of products per category and standard

deviations of elasticity estimates would be uncorrelated.
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(a) Elasticities (de-meaned by item mean) (b) Binned scatter plot

Figure 13: Correlation between variation in elasticities and product selection

Panel (a) shows elasticity estimates that are de-meaned by the mean elasticity of products in the same

category and store. Panel (b) shows a binned scatter plot for the standard deviation of the estimates

in Panel (a) by the number of products in their product category. It only includes negative elasticity

estimates that are significant at the 90 percent level. Elasticities are estimated separately for each

store-item combination si, using equation (24).

leads to more consumer self-sorting.

6 Alternative explanations for uniform pricing

In the following subsections, I present two alternative explanations to why uniform pric-

ing may be an optimal strategy for retail chains; self-sorting into stores and arbitrage.

I subsequently discuss theoretical and empirical facts that allow me to rule out these

alternative hypotheses.

6.1 Self-sorting into stores

Retail chains may offer similar prices, but differ along other qualitative dimensions. Gro-

cery stores may, for example, differ in their product selection, quality of fresh produce,

customer service, ease of finding products, and size of their aisles. Consumers with a high

preference for quality may therefore choose to buy their groceries in a different store than

consumers who value quality less. Self-sorting into stores, instead of sorting into products

within stores, is therefore an alternative explanation to uniform pricing. In Gabrielsen
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et al. (2020), the authors show that uniform pricing may be optimal if the retail chains’

stores can differ along a quality dimension.

In the context of the model above, sorting on the store level, rather than the product

level, yields a different predictions for the variation in store-item level elasticities. Assume

that only consumers of type A choose to shop in a store s.16 This implies that NBs = 0

for store s. Equation (6) then yields for all items i:

ElpisQis = −σA
NAsqisA

NAsqisA+NBsqisB
− σB

NBsqisB
NAsqisA+NBsqisB

= −σA (25)

Consequently, the difference in the de-meaned elasticity between two substitutes

within the same market, ∆1,2, becomes:

∆1,2 ≡
∣∣∣(Elp1sQ1s −

Elp1sQ1s+Elp2sQ2s

2

)
−
(
Elp2sQ2s −

Elp1sQ1s+Elp2sQ2s

2

)∣∣∣
= |σA − σA| = 0

If consumer types sort into stores, then the model above implies the that the products

sold within an individual store face the same elasticity of demand. This implies that there

is no variation in the elasticity of demand of two substitutes. For example, the elasticity of

different types of chocolate within one store should be identical. However, the estimation

results in 5 show that this is not in line with empirical findings.

The empirical application of this paper also offers descriptive evidence against store-

level sorting. If consumers sort into stores, instead of sorting into products within stores,

there should be a correlation between store quality and consumer demographics. Using

product selection as a proxy for store quality, Appendix B shows that store quality is

uncorrelated with with demographic variable for the stores’ locations, i.e. population

size and wage level. If preference for quality is correlated with income, the descriptive

evidence does not support a hypothesis of consumers sorting into stores.

Finally, the individual-level data presented in section 4 shows that there there is signifi-

cant heterogeneity in consumers within one store and chain. Some consumers consistently

opt for products below the average price in the product category. Others consistently opt

for more expensive items across all categories, suggesting a higher preference for quality.

16The equivalent result holds if only consumers of type B shop in store s.
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However, a large range of consumers exist in the customer base of the stores. Thus, con-

sumer sorting into stores is inconsistent with the level of observed consumer heterogeneity

in the data.

6.2 Arbitrage

Another alternative explanation for the uniform pricing puzzle is the opportunity for

arbitrage. If there are price differences between stores, consumers would benefit from

purchasing their products in the cheapest stores. If consumers are rational, all consumers

would choose to shop in the cheapest store, leaving the expensive store without sales.

The opportunity for arbitrage thus drives prices down to marginal cost, eliminating the

firms’ market power.

The market structure of retail industries, however, makes it likely that firms hold

market power. Firstly, consumers buy baskets of goods instead of individual items. As

the opportunity cost of time has increased, so-called one-stop-shopping becomes more im-

portant to consumers.17 It consequently becomes more difficult for consumers to compare

prices, compared to buying individual items.

Secondly, the opportunity cost of time itself introduces a friction. Consumers face

a trade-off between the cost saving from buying a cheaper product, and the cost of the

time they spend travelling to another store.18 For expensive, durable goods it may be

reasonable to assume that consumers are willing to pay the travel cost to buy the good in

a cheaper store. However, for relatively low-price and non-durable items such as groceries,

this assumption is unlikely to hold.

Finally, as retail industries are relatively concentrated markets, it seems more likely

that firms hold market power. High ownership concentration also holds true for the the

Norwegian grocery industry, the application studied in this paper.

In addition to theoretical support for the assumption of market power, there is also

empirical support. Chapter 2 in this dissertation estimates pass through rates for a tax

implemented in the Norwegian grocery industry. If firms engaged in marginal cost pricing,

17See for example Chen & Rey (2012), OECD (1999), Bliss (1988), Lal & Matutes (1989, 1994), Beggs

(1994), Smith & Hay (2005), and Johansen & Nilssen (2016).
18See for example the canonical model of product differentiation by Hotelling (1929).
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cost increases would be fully passed through to consumers. However, there is not full pass

through in this industry. As the empirical result show, marginal cost pricing is not in

line with empirical facts.

7 Conclusion

Using an illustrative two-by-two model, I derive the theoretical prediction that uniform

pricing is the optimal strategy when consumers perfectly self-sort. In this case, the model

also predicts that the difference in elasticities of demand is larger between substitutes in

the same store, than it is between the same product in two different markets. I show

that firms may prefer to price uniformly, inducing more self-sorting, if pricing to market

is sufficiently costly.

I then turn to empirical evidence in support of the theoretical predictions. I use

a novel data set, consisting of the individual receipts of grocery purchases from the

Norwegian grocery industry. I show that the difference in elasticities of demand is larger

between substitutes in the same store, than it is between the same product in two different

markets, as predicted by the model. Furthermore, descriptive evidence of consumer level

data shows consumer self-sorting into different intra-category price levels. Finally, I show

that there is a negative correlation between the variation in elasticities and number of

products in a product category. This empirical evidence offers support for the assumption

that a larger product selection leads to more self-selection.
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A Pricing patterns for frequently sold products

This appendix shows the pricing pattern of eight frequently sold items in four chains. As

in Figure 9, the horizontal axis shows the calendar weeks. I use the same one hundred

random stores per chain along the vertical axis in all figures. Each column in each figure

shows the weekly price of the item across the one hundred stores in the chain. The figures

illustrate uniform pricing across stores within a chain. All stores within a chain set equally

low (light blue) and equally high (dark blue) prices each calendar week. Uniform pricing

hence shows up as vertical stripes in the heat plots.

If all chains faced the same demand shocks, their pricing patterns would look sim-

ilar. In other words, the chains would lower (or increase) prices simultaneously. The

timing of price cuts and increases between chains appear to be relatively unrelated. The

idiosyncrasy of the pricing patterns across chains lessens the concern that price changes

are driven by correlated demand shocks.
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(a) Frozen meal, Chain 1 (b) Processed seafood, Chain 1

(c) Frozen meal, Chain 2 (d) Processed seafood, Chain 2

(e) Frozen meal, Chain 3 (f) Processed seafood, Chain 3

(g) Frozen meal, Chain 4 (h) Processed seafood, Chain 4

Figure 14: Pricing patterns for a frozen meal and a processed seafood across chains

The figures show the same one hundred random stores per chain. Each store’s prices are a row in the

figure. The horizontal axis shows a calendar week. Each square in the figure consequently illustrates the

price level of a store in a given week. Darker colors illustrate higher prices. Missing observations are

illustrated by white squares.
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(a) Milk, Chain 1 (b) Processed pork, Chain 1

(c) Milk, Chain 2 (d) Processed pork, Chain 2

(e) Milk, Chain 3 (f) Processed pork, Chain 3

(g) Milk, Chain 4 (h) Processed pork, Chain 4

Figure 15: Pricing patterns for one type of milk and one type of processed pork across

chains

The figures show the same one hundred random stores per chain. Each store’s prices are a row in the

figure. The horizontal axis shows a calendar week. Each square in the figure consequently illustrates the

price level of a store in a given week. Darker colors illustrate higher prices. Missing observations are

illustrated by white squares.
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(a) Sausage, Chain 1 (b) Sweetened beverage, Chain 1

(c) Sausage, Chain 2 (d) Sweetened beverage, Chain 2

(e) Sausage, Chain 3 (f) Sweetened beverage, Chain 3

(g) Sausage, Chain 4 (h) Sweetened beverage, Chain 4

Figure 16: Pricing patterns for one type of sausage and one type of sweetened beverage

across chains

The figures show the same one hundred random stores per chain. Each store’s prices are a row in the

figure. The horizontal axis shows a calendar week. Each square in the figure consequently illustrates the

price level of a store in a given week. Darker colors illustrate higher prices. Missing observations are

illustrated by white squares.
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(a) Cereal grain, Chain 1 (b) Condiment, Chain 1

(c) Cereal grain, Chain 2 (d) Condiment, Chain 2

(e) Cereal grain, Chain 3 (f) Condiment, Chain 3

(g) Cereal grain, Chain 4 (h) Condiment, Chain 4

Figure 17: Pricing patterns for one type of cereal grain and one condiment across chains

The figures show the same one hundred random stores per chain. Each store’s prices are a row in the

figure. The horizontal axis shows a calendar week. Each square in the figure consequently illustrates the

price level of a store in a given week. Darker colors illustrate higher prices. Missing observations are

illustrated by white squares.
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B A note on product selection

The following figures show the correlation between product selection, and characteristics

of the local markets at the store location. As discussed by Gabrielsen et al. (2020),

product selection itself is a quality variable for a store. Product selection may also be

correlated with other quality dimensions, e.g. the quality of fresh produce or spaciousness

of the venue. It may therefore serve as a proxy for store quality in general.

Figure 18 shows the correlation between stores’ product selection. Each panel in the

figure represents a different chain. Each data point represents a store within the chain.

Along the vertical axes, I have plotted the average number of products within a product

category for each store. The horizontal axes show the average wage among the working

population in the basic statistic unit (BSU) of the stores’ location.19

If income is correlated with a higher preference for quality, we would expect a positive

relationship between stores’ product selection and the wage level of their customer base.

However, figure 18 shows that these variables are uncorrelated. Similarly, we might expect

consumers in cities to differ in their preference for quality. If that were the case, we would

expect to see a correlation between population size and store quality. As figure 19 shows,

there is no such correlation in data.

There might be other factors that influence the correlation between customers’ income

level and store quality. The lack of correlation is therefore not sufficient to reject the

hypothesis of store-level self-sorting. However, this descriptive evidence offers not support

this alternative explanation for uniform pricing.

19Recall from section 3 that Norway is divided into 14,000 BSUs. Their average population size is

approximately 380 people, and they are subdivisions of Norway’s 422 municipalities. Statistics Norway

constructed the BSUs as stable, coherent geographical units for statistical reporting.
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(a) Chain 1 (b) Chain 2

(c) Chain 3 (d) Chain 4

(e) Chain 5 (f) Chain 6

Figure 18: Correlation between product selection and average wage at store location

Each data point in the figures represents a store in the chain. On the vertical axes, the figures show the

stores’ average number of unique bar codes per product category. On the horizontal axes, the figures

show the average wage in the basic statistic unit where the store is located.
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(a) Chain 1 (b) Chain 2

(c) Chain 3 (d) Chain 4

(e) Chain 5 (f) Chain 6

Figure 19: Correlation between product selection and population size at store location

Each data point in the figures represents a store in the chain. On the vertical axes, the figures show the

stores’ average number of unique bar codes per product category. On the horizontal axes, the figures

show the population size in the basic statistic unit where the store is located.
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C Long-term elasticity estimates

Temporary price reduction are common in retail industries. When non-perishable goods

are offered on sale, consumers may purchase large quantities for future consumption.

If consumers engage in such stockpiling behavior, static demand estimation may yield

upwardly biased estimates of demand elasticities. See for example Hendel & Nevo (2006b),

Hendel & Nevo (2006a), and Visser (2001).

When consumers stockpile, short-term demand responses may be quite large. Pur-

chases of large quantities may subsequently be followed by a long period without purchases

of the good. If that is the case, long-term elasticities are likely much lower. To assess the

potential bias of my elastiticity estimates, I estimate the following equation separately

for each store-item combination si:

ln(qsit) = σsiln(psit) + αsiy + βsim + εsit , (26)

where qsit and psit denote the aggregated monthly quantity and average price, respectively,

for store s and item i. t denotes the time, y denotes the calendar year, and m denotes

the calendar month. αsiy and βsim denote the calendar year and month fixed effects,

respectively. εsit denotes the error term. Finally, σsi denotes the coefficient of interest,

the item-store level elasticities of demand on the weekly level. Panel (A) in Figure 20

illustrates the correlation between my main elasticity estimates on the horizontal axis,

and the monthly elasticity estimates from equation (26) on the vertical axis. Panel (B)

shows the data points for all pairs of elasticity estimates that are statistically significant

at the 90 percent confidence level.

The figure shows shows that short-run elasticities are highly correlated with, and quite

similar to, long-run estimates. This is visible in the figure, as the empirical correlation,

illustrated by the gray line, does not deviate much from the 45 degree line, illustrated in

black. A data point on the 45 degree line implies that the short- and long-run elasticity

estimates are identical. Note that the magnitude of the difference in elasticity estimates is

quite small.20 Long-run estimates are, on average, slightly larger than short-run estimates.

20The difference in levels, comparing the correlation and 45 degree line is less than one percentage

point. In comparison, Hendel & Nevo (2006a) find that stockpiling may lead to an underestimation by
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This seems to contradict stockpiling behavior, as is would lead to an opposite bias. A

downward bias in the short-run estimates may be caused by a delayed demand response.

E.g. if it takes some time for consumers to discover a price reduction, this may lead to a

downward bias in the short-run estimates.

(a) Binned scatter plot (b) Data points

Figure 20: Correlation between short-run and long-run elasticity estimates

The figure includes all elasticity estimates with statistical significance of more than 90%. Each data point

in panel (B) represents the pair or elasticity estimates for a store-item combination. The horizontal axes

in the figure represent elasticity estimates for daily prices and quantities, while the vertical axes represent

elasticity estimates for monthly prices and quantities.

Panel (B) of the figure shows that, even though there is no systematic bias in short-

run estimates, there may be large differences for individual item-store combinations. This

is not surprising as higher levels of aggregation introduce more noise in both average

prices and demand responses. The monthly average price of an item is, for example, a

less accurate measure of the prices consumers have faced when making their decision to

purchase an item. It is therefore not surprising that there is variation in the difference

between short- and long-run estimates for individual item-store pairs. However, the figure

shows that there are little systematic differences in these elasticity estimates.

up to a factor of 5.
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D A note on distances between stores

As discussed in subsection 5.1, I instrument prices by the average price across the chain’s

stores located outside s’s municipality. If stores are located in close proximity to each

other, there might be demand spillovers. This would violate the exogeneity assumption,

i.e. that the average price in other municipalities is affected by local demand shocks at

the store I am trying to instrument for.

As illustrated in Figure 3, municipalities in Norway are relatively large geographical

areas. The travel distance from one municipality to another may therefore be quite large.

As my main analysis is conducted on a representative selection of one chain’s stores, there

is large variation in these store’s location. Consequently, the distance between stores in

the data set is also substantial.

Figure 21 shows the distribution of distances between store pairs. I have excluded

distances between stores located in the same municipality. The average distance between

two stores is 478 kilometers. There is only one store pair with a distance of less than 10

kilometers. It is therefore unlikely that there are demand spillovers from one store to the

stores in other municipalities for the stores in my data set.

Figure 21: Distance between store pairs (km)
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